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ABSTRACT

Economics has some limitations, such as insecure multiple parties economical investment decision 
and leakage of business quotation. Secret image sharing (SIS) for (k, n)-threshold is such a technique 
that protects an image through splitting it into n shadows, a.k.a. shadow images or shares, assigned 
to n corresponding participants. The secret image can be disclosed by obtaining k or more shadows. 
Polynomial-based SIS and visual secret sharing (VSS) are the chief research branches. This paper 
first analyzes the insecure issues in economics and then introduces two methods to apply typical SIS 
schemes to improve economical security. Finally, experiments are realized to illustrate the efficiency 
of the methods.
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Secret image sharing (SIS) for (k, n)-threshold splits a secret image into n noise-like shadows, a.k.a, 
shares or shadow images, and then assigns the shadows among n participants. The secret can be 
disclosed by obtaining k or more authorized shadows. However, less than k shadows overall dis- close 
no information on the secret. Polynomial-based SIS (Shamir, 1979) and visual secret sharing (VSS) 
(Naor & Shamir, 1995; Wang, Liu & Yan, 2016) are the chief research branches.

In Shamir’s original polynomial-based secret sharing (Shamir, 1979) for (k, n)-threshold, the 
secret is split into the constant coefficient of a random (k 1)-degree polynomial to obtain n shadows, 
which are then also assigned to n corresponding participants. The secret can be disclosed by Lagrange 
interpolation when obtaining any k or more shadows. Following Shamir’s original scheme and using 
all the coefficients of the polynomial to embed secret pixels, Thien and Lin (Thien & Lin, 2002) 
reduced the size of each shadow 1/k times to that of the original secret image. Based on Thien and 
Lin’s work, some other polynomial-based schemes (Yang & Ciou, 2010; Zhou, Lu, Yan, Wang & 
Liu, 2018; Li, Yang & Kong, 2018) were further proposed to obtain more features. The strength of 
polynomial-based SIS lies in the secret image can be disclosed with high quality. Although polynomial-
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based SIS only uses any k shadows to disclose a distortion-less secret image, in the disclosing phase 
it needs more complicated computations, a.k.a, Lagrange interpolation, and known order of shares.

In a VSS (Cimato, De Prisco & De Santis, 2006; Wang, Zhang, Ma & Li, 2007; Wang, Arce & 
Di Crescenzo, 2009; Weir & Yan, 2010) for (k, n)-threshold, first the split n shadows are printed onto 
transparencies and then assigned to n corresponding participants. The merit of VSS is that, the secret 
image can be disclosed by just superposing any k or more shadows (transparencies) and human eyes 
with no cryptographic computation. Less than k shadows generally give no clue about the secret even 
if high computation power is available. Following Naor and Shamir’s original method, the physical 
properties and corresponding VSS limitations are widely researched, such as threshold (Yan, Wang 
& Niu, 2014), contrast (Wu & Sun, 2013; Yan, Liu & Yang, 2018), pixel expansion (Cimato, De 
Prisco & De Santis, 2006; Guo, Liu & Wu, 2013; Fu & Yu, 2014), multiple secrets (Li, Ma, Su & 
Yang, 2012), meaningful shadows (Yan, Wang, Niu & Yang, 2015a; Wang, Arce & Di Crescenzo, 
2009; Liu & Wu, 2011; Yan, Wang, Niu & Yang, 2015b), and so on (Yan & Lu, 2018; Liu, Wang, 
Yan & Zhang, 2017).

Although SIS can be applied to not only information hiding and watermarking, but also authen- 
tication, transmitting passwords, access control, distributed storage and computing, etc (Yan, Lu, 
Liu, Wan, Ding & Liu, 2017a; Belazi & El-Latif, 2017; Yan, Lu, Liu, Wan, Ding & Liu, 2017b), its 
practical application is an important issue.

Nowadays, economics has some limitations, such as, insecure multiple parties economical in- 
vestment decision and leakage of business quotation. As Figs. 1 and 2. During traditional multiple 
directors economical investment decision, since the bank account is authorized by fewer directors, 
economical investment decision may be not democratic. A staff in general sends a business quotation 
to the boss via Email, where a business quotation is the top secret for a company. A watcher may steal 
the Email to obtain the quotation leading to losing money for the company.

To deal with the issues, the motivations of the paper is to apply typical SIS schemes to improve 
the security in the above economical scenarios (Figures 1-2).

This paper first analyzes the insecure issues in economics, and then introduces two methods to 
apply typical SIS schemes to improve economical security. Polynomial-based SIS for (k, n)-threshold 
is applied to enhance the security of multiple parties economical investment decision. Random grid 
(RG)-based VSS for (2, 2)-threshold is applied to enhance the security of business quotation. Finally, 
analyses and experiments are realized to illustrate the efficiency of our methods.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 represents some requirements and related 
works . Section 3 gives the designed schemes. Section 4 is devoted to partial experimental results. 
Finally, Section 5 concludes our paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, to clearly show our work we present some preliminaries. In a (k, n)-threshold SIS, 
the secret image is denoted by S, n shadows by SC1, SC2, SCn, and the disclosed secret image S′ is 
disclosed from any t shadows.

s indicates the value of one secret pixel S(i, j) or a secret region. Symbols ⊕ and ⊗ mean the
Boolean XOR and OR operations.

2.1. Polynomial-Based SIS
Moreover, polynomial-based SIS will be presented as an example.

In order to split secret data s into n shadows, as Equation(1)original polynomial-based secret 
sharing generates a k 1 degree polynomial, in which ai is random in [0,P], for i = 1, 2,…k_1, and P 
is a prime greater than s.
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f (x) = (s + a1x + · · · + ak−1x
k−1) mod P (1)

For any given x = i, f (x) is obtained with Equation(1) and these n pairs {(i, sci)} i
n

=1  are assigned 

to the n participants. In the disclosing phase, given any k pairs of these n pairs {(i, sci)} i
n

=1  , through 
solving Equation(1) we losslessly disclose a unique s.

When applying original polynomial-based secret sharing to a grayscale image, since 251 is the 
closet number less than 256, in general P = 251 in follow-up polynomial-based SIS.

The inverse phases of above polynomial-based SIS for (k, n)-threshold will be applied in the 
introduced method to enhance the security of multiple parties economical investment decision.

Figure 1. The first scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision

Figure 2. The second scenario of business quotation
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2.2. VSS
In a RG-based VSS (Kafri & Keren, 1987), 0 indicates a white pixel and 1 indicates a black pixel. The 
splitting and disclosing phases of one classic RG-based VSS for (2, 2)-threshold are demonstrated 
as follows.

Splitting step 1: Pseudo-randomly split 1 RG SC1 by using coin flipping function. Splitting step 
2: As Equation (2) calculate SC2 .

Disclosing phase: S′ = SC1 ⊗ SC2 as Equation (3). If s is 1, the disclosing bit sc1 ⊗ sc2 = 1 is 
always black; otherwise if s is 0, the disclosing bit sc1 ⊗ sc2 = SC1(i, j) ⊗ SC1(i, j) has half chance 
to be black or white since sc1 is random.
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The inverse phases of above classic RG-based VSS for (2, 2)-threshold will be applied in the 
introduced method to enhance the security of business quotation.

3. THE INTRoDUCED METHoDS

Here, in this section, two methods will be introduced to apply typical SIS schemes to improve 
economical security. Their difference lies in different application scenarios.

3.1. The Method for the First Scenario of Multiple 
Parties Economical Investment Decision
The design idea for the first scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision is shown 
in Figure 3.

In the first scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision, in the bank account set 
up phase, each director of the total k directors initializes his personal shadow (key) and sends to the 
bank center. The bank center utilizes their personal shadows and SIS to generate a secret image stored 
in the center, and destroys their personal shadows simultaneously. In the bank account authorization 
phase, when all the k directors agree with the economical investment, they can send their shadows 
to authorize the account.

The splitting and disclosing phases of the introduced method for the first scenario of multiple 
parties economical investment decision are demonstrated as follows.

The bank account set up phase is as follows.

Step 1: A prime number P = 251 is selected. Director i selects his personal shadow with a size of 
H×W, whose pixel value is in the range of [0, P − 1], denoted by SCi, i = 1, 2, · · ·, k.

Step 2: For each position (h, w) ∈ {(h, w)|1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W}, repeat Steps 3-4.
Step 3: Solve Equation (4) to obtain a0, a1, · · ·, ak−1 by Lagrange interpolation.

SC h w a a a modP
k

k
1 0 1 1

11 1,( ) = + +…+( )−
−  
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SC h w a a a modP
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SC h w a a k a k modP
k k

k,( ) = + +…+( )−
−

0 1 1
1  

Step 4: Compute S(h, k(w−1)+1) = a0, S(h, k(w−1)+2) = a1, · · ·, S(h, k(w−1)+k−1) = ak−1.
Step 5: The bank stores grayscale secret image S with a size of H × kW and destroys SCi for

i = 1, 2, · · ·, k. 

The bank account authorization phase is as follows.

Step 1: For each position (h, w) ∈ {(h, w)|1 ≤ h ≤ H, 1 ≤ w ≤ W}, repeat Steps 2-3.
Step 2: Construct a k − 1 degree polynomial as follows.

f (x) = (a0 + a1x + · · · + ak−1x
k−1) mod P(5) where a0 = S(h, k(w − 1) + 1), a1 = S(h, k(w − 1) + 2), 

· · ·, ak−1 = S(h, k(w − 1) + k − 1). 

Step 3: If SCi (h, w) = f (i), for i = 1, 2, k, go to next position; otherwise, failed authentication.
Step 4: Bank account authorization.

3.2. The Method for the Second Scenario of Business Quotation
In the second scenario of business quotation, the business quotation is protected by SIS and the 
watcher obtains nothing of the business quotation even if the watcher steals the transmit content.

The design idea for the second scenario of business quotation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3. The design idea for the first scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision
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The splitting and disclosing phases of the introduced method for the second scenario of business 
quotation are demonstrated as follows.

Step 1: The boss generates his personal shadow with a size of H×W, whose pixel value is 0 or 1, 
denoted by SC1. SC1 is preserved by himself and the staff.

Step 2: When the staff wants to transmit a business quotation, he converts it into a binary secret 
image, denoted by S.

Step 3: With S and SC1, the staff obtains SC2 using RG-based VSS for (2, 2)-threshold. The staff 
sends SC2 to the boss via Email and so on.

Step 4: When the boss receives SC2, he stack SC2 and SC1 to reveal the business quotation.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALySES

In this section, experiments and analyses are taken into account to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed scheme.

4.1. Image Illustration
Figure 5 is one experimental result of the introduced method for the first scenario of multiple parties 
economical investment decision, where k = 3 and grayscale secret images selected by the directors 
are in Figures 5 (a-c). Figure 5 (d) is the generated one secret image S, which is noise-like and stored 
in the center. Figures 5 (e-g) display the constructed grayscale shadows with ith order, for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Since Figures 5 (e-g) are the same as Figures 5 (a-c), the bank account is authorized. A fake shadow 
randomly generated is presented in Figure 5 (h), which is not the same as any one of Figures 5 (a-c) 
and thus the authentication is failed.

Figure 4. The design idea for the second scenario of business quotation
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Figure 6 is the experimental result of the introduced method for the second scenario of business 
quotation, where k = 2 and its stored binary random shadow is in Figure 6 (a). Figure 6 (b) is the 
business quotation image, which covers the business quotation. Figure 6 (c) illustrates the generated 
SC2 using RG-based VSS for (2, 2)-threshold with S and SC1. Figure 6 (d) displays the revealed 
business quotation image by stacking SC1 and SC2, where the business quotation is clearly revealed.

Based on the above results we conclude that:

1.  In the first scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision, our method achieves 
that only when all the directors send their true personal shadows the account is authorized.

2.  In the second scenario of business quotation, even a watcher steals the Email he cannot reveal 
the business quotation content.

4.2. Comparisons with Related works
We will compare the proposed SIS with the related possible schemes by means of qualitative analyses 
rather than quantitative illustration and comparison, due to the features are significantly different.

For the first scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision, we may easily consider 
to joint the directors’ private keys to generate S to authorize the bank account, called jointed key. 
However this method is not order-free and leaks part information on S with insufficient directors. 
Furthermore, the jointed key is only a simple combination of the directors’ private keys, which may 
be attacked one by one. It cannot authenticate each director after he sends his personal shadow. By 
contrast, the introduced first method has all the features. In addition, each personal shadow can be 
used many times rather than once.

For the second scenario of business quotation, we may consider to encrypt the business quotation 
using typical encryption schemes, such as, DES and AES, and then transmit the encrypted busi- 
ness quotation. In general, an encryption scheme is complex with high cryptographic computation 
especially for the decryption phase. By contrast, the introduced second method can disclose the 
secret business quotation by just stacking the shadows (transparencies) and human eyes with no 
cryptographic computation.

5. CoNCLUSIoN

In this paper, based on the study of the limitations of economics and typical secret image sharing 
(SIS) schemes, two methods are introduced to apply typical SIS schemes to improve economical 
security. The first method is for the scenario of multiple parties economical investment decision, 
where inverse polynomial-based SIS is applied. The second method for the scenario of business 
quotation, where inverse visual secret sharing (VSS) is applied. Analyses and experimental results 
are provided to show the effectiveness of our methods. Improving our methods to be more practical 
will be our future work.
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Figure 5. Simulation results of the introduced method for the first scenario of multiple parties eco- nomical investment decision, 
where k = 3. (a) (c) three shadows SC1, SC2 and SC3 with size of 128 128; (d) the generated grayscale secret image with size of 
128 384; (e) (g) the constructed grayscale shadows with ith order; (h) a fake shadow; (i) failed authentication.

Figure 6. Simulation results of the introduced method for the second scenario of business otation, where k = 2. (a) a random 
shadow SC1; (b) the business quotation image; (c) the constructed binary shadow SC2; (d) the disclosed business quotation image.
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